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To all whom it may concern :_ ' ‘ 

Be it known that I, CHARLES E. Farrz,>o1' 
Onecnta, in the county of Otsego, and vin the 
Slate of New York, have invented a new and 
useful Method ‘of Separating Iron or other 
Magnetic Metals from Grain or other Sub 
stances, which method is fully set forth in the 
following speci?cation. ' ' 

‘ The invention relates, principally, to the 
method and- mearis of removing fragments of 

‘iron, whether in the form of wire or other‘ 
wise, from __wheat or other grain before grind 
ing, or from other substances with which the 

It consists in ?rst passing the g: hill or other 
substance through screens, sieves, or other 
suitable mechanical means for separating the 
larger pieces of iron, if there are anysueh in 
the mixture, then passing itthrough my elec 
tric or ‘magnetic separator, by which the re 
mainder of the iron is removed; " - . 

Heretofore grain has been passed through 
tr, nghs cohtaining' permanent magnets, to 
which the iron would adhere,“while the grain 
passed on. This process is objectionable be 

pieces of iron require to be removed 
by hand by an ‘extra operation‘or process, 
and also because the magnets gradually lose 
their strength by the jarring‘, &c., incident to 
use; There are also other objections. To avoid r 
all these I employ temporary or induced mag‘ 
nets, which I can charge to any required 
strength, and can magnetize and ‘demagnet 
ize, as desired. The particular form of appa 
ratus which I consider preferable for employ 
ing them in is a revolvlvg cylinder made of 
wood or other nonmagnetic material, having 

strips or lengths of soft iron at 
tached to the interior surface. These strips 
are magnetizedduring one portion of the rev 

.olntinn and de'nmg'netized during another por 
tion, whereby the iron adheres to the strips 
while magnetized, and is carried to theupper 
part of the cylinder. The strips are then de 
magnetized and the iron drops, falling upon 
a trough, apron,_or receptacle,‘ down the in 
clined surface of ‘which it passes to the out 
let, while the cleaned grain passes out through 
the open end of the cylinder, and isv caught‘in 
any suitable ‘apparatus, the ‘nature of which 
‘will depend on the disposition which is to be 

M 

touch. in their hubs atall, but 
‘through and be supported by 

made- of the grain. Other substances are sep; , 
arated from the iron mixed with them inaf 
similar, way. '. . ' " 

In the drawings,‘ Figure]. represents a vet! ' . 
tical section of the separator in ‘the line at .r, 
Fig: 2. Fig. 2 is a transverse section through 
the center. ‘Fig. 3 is an end .view. Fig. '4 
shows the means for properlyr connecting the 
electric wires ‘with the‘ magnets, the. Fig‘, 5 
is a view of the vupper hub of the separator, 
with commutator, brushes, Fig. 6 is a 
top view of an electro-magnet, a a, with two 
strips, B B, connected with its cores. Fig. 7 
illustrates one method of connecting andv driv} 6 
ing-the separator E and generator G from the 
drivingshaft H, with its pulley. ‘ 
‘ Similar letters of' reference indicate corre 
sponding part-s. _ ' ‘ , 

‘The mechanical means for removing the 
largest fragments of iron need not’ be de 
scribed, as any ‘apparatus may he used ‘which 
maybe found most convenient;v and in some 
cases the grain maybe free from large pieces, 
and can be passed directly through the sepa 
rator. V 

A in Fig. 1 represents ‘ the shell of the eyl~ 
inder, which can revolve on hollowjonrnals 
at the ends, in the usual manner; but I prefer 
that, hollow hubs-h I). turn on frictio‘n-roll- 3o 
ers w r, Fig. 5._ The. rollers not only obviate 
the friction consequent upon the large size of 
the huh,'but the use of the. hollow hubs also 
obviates the following defect: ()wing to the _ 
inclined position of the cylinder, if the usual 85 
journals were used. the'oil w'oulddrip from. 
the upperbearing into thev interior, or run 
down the outside and intothe spout Rand 
not onlyinjure the .graih, but interfere with: 
the proper working of the apparatus. __ At the ‘90 
lower bearing there maybe, besides ,the up‘ 
right rollers, one or more rollers hearing 
against the‘end or ehonlden of hub, in keep the separator up to its place and resist ' 

its longitudinal downward thrust. fl‘hesemay. 95, 
be advantageously placed at the ‘top or sides - 
of the hollow journal. ‘ ' ‘ " ' 

When‘ the hubs are properly supported the 
feed-pipe‘ P‘ and the ontletpipo 11 need not._'_ 

pass "loosely too 
the connecting“ ‘ 

parts, or by the? standards S ofthe separator» ' 

on ' 
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» _ the bottom of the outlet-pipe p. The. 

. ply canv be regulated 

'10 

', lower end into the 
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The inlet-pipe P is connected, with a hopper 
or reservoir containing the grain‘ to he sepa 
rated, ‘with a gate or valve by’ which the sup 

or shut off. - The inner 

end-of-P curves down. nearly to the bottom 
of the separator, to deliver the grain near the 
end of the cylinder, 
ing it thinly as it falls. . r 
The inclination of the cylinder is su?ieient 

to cause-it to make about three revolutions 
before‘the grai'n'is' trough or spout F. This is 
not essential, however, as, if the grain is neariy 

' cleanvor the magnets are strongly ‘charged, 

15. 

co, 

the grain eaube cleaned in one revolution.v 
The. apparatus can therefore beco'nstructed 
to operate on vthe material as rapidly as de 
sired by increasin g the inclination of thewcyliln 
der, and also the-strength of themagnets. 

The‘ axis of the separator may be horizon‘ 
tal and tho'outlet end‘ made largerthan the 

“ however, may 

anther, to give. the necessary 
carrying out. the. grain. '- v I . _ 

-~- T is a trough, apron, or receptacle for catcln 

inclination for 

ing the iron, reaching across nearly the entire 
width of the separator from one end thereof 
.to ‘the other, properly supported on the sta 
tionary pipes P andp. The middle of this 
trough inclines,'as shown, from abonttwo~ 
thirds‘ the diameter of the cylinder down to 

. . edges’ 

be nearly at the same ' 

from end to end. > v i . 
B B are strips of soft _ iron attached to the 

interior of the shell A. of the cylinder, Figs. 1, 
2, and 6, longitudinally,.being best . arranged 
around the cylinder, so as to be magnetized 

' alternatelymositimly and negatively. These 

40 

strips are of any suitable number, depending 
.on the diameter of the cylinder andthe power 

' of the magnets. 

50 

‘ A. The 
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‘ The drawings show sixteen strips connected 
to eight magnet-s. ' They may have a smooth 

' surface; but are better to be corrugated, the 
nedges slightly turned upward, or to have their 
surface formed in' projections of any kind for 
stirring the grain and insuring contact with 
the fragments of wire. To these strips are 
?rmly attached the ends of the cores ‘of a se 
ries of electro-magnets,of. suitable construc 
tion and of equal strength, secured to the shell 

ends of the wires of the two coils do 
are_led to and connected with the contact 
pi‘eces'b b, Figs. 1 and 3, one for each coil. 
' When the current is sent through the two 
contact-pieces b b’ and the two coils a a‘ of 

’ magnet 1 the two strips B B’ in contact with 
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its cores are magnetized by induction, one 
positively, the other negatively. 
For convenience in showing the connections, 

Figs. 2, 3, and 4_are divided into‘ eight imagi 
nary sections, each one having a magnet, two 
coils, a a, two strips, 13 13, two contact-pieces, 
b 1)’, corresponding to the coils. ' » ' ' 
The current is sent through the magnets in 

sections 5, 6, 7, and 8, and is shut o?‘ from 
those in sections 1, 2, 3, and 4. The cylinder 

and also assist in spread‘. 

discharged from the ‘open 

. other source of electricity; 

height 

‘ with I), thus sending 

'inder or commutator, 

season 

revolveslin the direction of the arrow, and as 
each magnet comes into the position of section 
5 the current is sent- through it, and it con! 
tinues- charged till it reachesthe position of 
section i,wheu its 
edge of the troughT. The current is then 
shut off, the strips ‘B B’ are demagnetized, 
and any iron adhering to the strips drops into 
the inclined trough and passes out through 
the pipe 1;. ‘ " ‘ - 

In order to insure the dropping of the iron 
at the instant that the current is shut oil‘ from 
magriet 1 it is reversed momentarily, giving 
the strips opposite polarity, and having the 
client to repel the iron. ' T . 
The current is sent through the proper mag 

nets by means of two curved brushes, 0 0', ar 
ranged in contact with the contactpieces of 

The brush 0 is connected with 
the positive wire, 0’ with the negative. _The 
current divides in the brushes, going equally 
through the did'ereut magnets whose contact- 
pieces are touched by the brushes. In mag 
net‘ i. it passes from 0 to b’, to a’, to a, thence 
back to b, and out through c’to the battery or 

and the same with 
magnets 6, 7, and h’. Consequently it passes 
successively through all the ma'gnetcoils as 
they come into section 5, and continues .to 
?ow. through them till they reachsection 1, 
when contact withthehrushes ends. and. the 
current isvshut off from them; _ 

The. currentis reversed by the means shown 
iuFigs. 3 and a. At the forward-ends of the 
contact-pieces the two series are prolonged to 
ward each other.‘ The forward end of the brush 
0 is similarly widened. There is a correspond 
ing widening at c" for the brush 0’, and electri 

the magnets. 

caliy connected therewith, but not continuous - 
with it‘. These wid' nings are not prolonged 
far enough to reach the other circle,‘ either of 
vbrushes or contact-pieces, but so that the pro 
jection of one can reach over and make good 
contact with the other, as shown. . . 
The contact—pieces b b’ of magnet 1, Fig. 3, 

have just gone out of con tact with the brushes, 
and in the position shown the brush 0"‘is in 
contact with the side projection oi’ b’, and a 

the current through mag 
not 1 in the opposite direction to that in which 
it had up to that instant been ?owing. , 
By lengthening the lower ends of the brushes 

they will connect eooner'with the magnets, 
and by shortening the upper ends they will 
disconnect sooner; but the proportions shown 
will generally be found sut?cient. ~ ' . 
In practice, howerer,'it will be found bet 

ter to have the contact-pieces on 

instead of on the end. The of the separator 

a smaller 0571- ~ 
0, arranged on the hub- - 

strip B is well over the - 
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cylinder is oi‘ ebonite or other suitable n'on-con- , 
ducting material, and the contact-pieces prop- - 
erly ?xed in its surface in two circles, as be 
fore. ' 

The wires from the 
‘rated, run to the 
and inward to cease-o‘ their correspond 

magnets, properly insu 
end of the separator-cylinder, 



' to‘ is attached to some ad‘ 

1 
l I ‘ iorznity with the 

ing cohtact-pieces. These are not placed in 
the same sections of the commutator as their 
magnets, but so that the brushes‘ can occupy 

, the upper half of the circle, ‘as, shown in Figs. 
5 5 and 1', where Dis a segment of non-conduct 
ing material, carrying the two brushes insu 
lated from, each other, and arranged ‘to-rest in 
contact with their respective circles of contact 
pieces, as before descri ed. This segment D 

ining stationary part, 
so that it can be adjusted in’ position and 
brought up to the commutator as the brushes 
wear, or readily'removed for repairs or for the 
substitution ct‘ neyabrnshes', lite. " 

15 ‘Fig. 1 shows the’éontachpiecesb b’ .both in 
‘the position of Fight; and on the commutator 
G, as in Fig. 5. i The magnets and their wires 
are entirely covered by the outer casing of the 
cylinder, so that‘, they cannot be disturbed or 

20 injured while the machine is in use. ‘ 
In order to test Whether the separator is 

toomuch inclined ‘for the strength oi‘ the mag 
nets, or if the; grain is led in too rapidly, I at-i 

-- tach a ?at- ,late or su i ilementa'rv trouirh' t, P ll . o 7 
,‘25 to ‘the lower‘ end of the trough T, and ‘above 

the latter. , vShould anyconsiderable quantity 
of iron drop on this plate, the strength of the 
current should be increased or the, feed of the 
grain be/liniinished by the gate or valve at the 

30, inlet Pybut it‘ it- catches little or none the 
working is correct. This plate can be seen 
through the open lower end of the separator. 
It is attached by its lower edge to the sides 
of/the trough T, and held up to its place by-a 

35 s wing or counterpoise, so that it can be caused 
tag discharge whatever it has caught by push 
? lg down its upper edge; or it may 
,m any other suitable manner. I 

,1’ The contact-pieces must, of course, be kept 
4o clean, the connections of the different wires to 

, them and to the magnets unbroken and'prop 
v," erly insuliited,"and the brushes in condition 

to make good contacts with all the contact 
. pieces as they come ‘under them. To test 
4 5 whether these points are correcthreach apiece 

of soft—iron wire in through theopen end of 
the separator, and by touching the strips which 
are magnetized it can 
is held or not; 

he arrau ged 

or a handful of ironifragments 
5c! can be thrown in while the separator is while‘ 

J ing‘a'nd before opening t-he'i'ced for the grain, 
’ to see it‘ they are promptly gathered up'and 
caught in the trough T. ' > - ~ 

,9 li‘any particular strips B need tobe more 
5J5 strongly magnetized than vvothers, or for any 

‘ reason it is desirahle-rtodividethe‘ currents 
diti'erehtly, each strip or each set can have its 
own circle of contact-pieces on the commute 

, tor, and the brushes and wires be arranged to 
{60 produce the particular effect desired, in con 

general system before de 
scribed. . . 

I do not con?ne myself to the precise forms‘ 
and arrangements shown; but any equivalent 

6 5 construction which will ‘accomplish the same 
‘ results may be used. For example, instead 

of the magnets being connected with the strips 

method is. preferable, unless 

he felt whether the wire‘. 

3 

B at or near the middle, as‘ shown,_they-may 
be attached at their ends; but,‘ the former - 

the strips are 70 
quite short. The strips can also be arranged 
around the cylinder instead oflongitudinally; 
but in that caserthey should not be longer 
than can discharge at onetime into the trough. 
The commutator can then be arranged to r - 
verse the current as each set of strips comes 
exactly over the trough.- ' ' 

instead of employing eleetro-magnetsdoin 
duce magnetism ‘in-the strips, as described, 
the thin shell Aof the separator can bewonnd 
with insulated wire, making it ‘a large hollow 
coil, inducing magnetism in the strips when 
‘the current passes through the wire. In this. 
case the commutator should be arranged to re 
verse the direction of the'current about three 
timesto each revolution of the separator, so 
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' that as each sectional one-third of the surface. 
came over the trough, it would be caused to 
discharge the iron it had carried up. i 
Instead of electromiagnets or a wire 'coilfor» 

magnetizing t-hestrips, permanent magnets 
may be used, the poles of which set on contactl 
pieces ‘connected ‘directly to the ‘strips, sub 
stantially as shown in Fig.6. These magnets ,, 
should either he oi’ the horseshoe form, or at 95 
least have their ends or poles bent a little out 
of straight line.‘ The coils a. ataronnd the 
contact or polepieces are then used to-neu 
tralize or reverse the inductive action of the ‘ 
magnets on the st'ripsB B’by sending a cur 
rent through then'i 'iu the proper direction 
when they arrivoixnlhe position“ ‘shown in ' 
Fig. 2, and thereby cause the discharge of the 
iron fragments,- as already ‘described; . v 
The coils can be dispensed with, if desired, 

and any suitable means used for‘ neutraliz 
ing, preventing, or reversing the induction‘ac 
tion of the magnets on the soft-iron strips at ‘ 
the proper times by removing their poles from 
the contact pieces or strips or ‘otherwise. 
As the di?'erent magnets come over the ' 

trough a projecting arm or, lever connected 
with any convenient adjacent stationery ?x 
ture wouldcause the magnets to slide oft‘ those 
contact-pieces-and' onto others, and so reverse 
the polarity of the strips, or merely demagnet 
ize them, as preferred. In the latter case an 
other arm or incline would replace the mag‘ 
note as they were lowered 

90' 
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on the side by thh 
turning of the cylinder. The magnets can be 
arranged inside and the strips for attaching 
the wire be placed on the outside oi“_the sepa-v 
rates-and operate. in. substantially the same 
way; but I-regard the construction described 
as better, as an internal surface is more coir 
venient, better adapted ,tnrjsccm-e a thorough ~ 
cleaning, and the action is more under control 
in every way than an external one, whether 
the latter is cylindrical, curved, or plane. 
The same effect can be produced in substan 

tially the same way by using permanent mag‘ 
nets directly for attracting and ‘seizing the 
iron, and at the proper time causing them to 
face or pass the similar poles at’ other mag 

no 



4 v - ' ' . - ' masses ' 

‘nets of equal or greater strength near ‘their 
other ends, thus practically neutralizing or re- 
\"ersing their magnetism and causing the'nito‘ 
release and discharge the iron ;' but I do not. 
consider this method as desirable as that with 
temporary or induced magnets, for the effect 
‘will be to more or less rapidly destroyer .re; 

_ Verse ‘their permanent magnetism. 

IQ. 

20 

25 

. the iron will drop. 

‘ other, 

- the same as the iron strips. 
. V netism v0t‘ the wire is reversed by reversing the 

35 
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. permanent magnets are used 
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It is an improvement to add another series 
of stationary permanent magnets with oppo< 
site poles facing the- outer. ends of the mora 
ble magnets, so placed as to add to ‘their power 
during the time‘ they are holding the frag 
ments'ot' wirer They ‘will also tend to pre 
serve or increase the strength of the movable 
magnets. This arra ngcment can be ai'iplied to 
the trough-separator described further on. ‘ v' . 

Still another method of applying the prin- , 
‘ ciple‘of my invention is, 
manent magnets or magnetized strips tov seize 
'Lll?'lI‘OI], to distribute a ‘naked conducting-wire 
over the surface of the cylinder, the di?'erent 
coils or lengths ‘being insulated from each 
other and‘ from the cylinder. 'VV hen the cur 
rent is'sent-throngh this wire it becomes. in ct‘ 
fect, one long‘magnet, and will attract andhold 
the fragments of iron, as described before, till 
the current is broken at the proper time, when 

The wire may be laid either 
to and fro, from one end ot'the cylinder to the 

the diti'erent lengths being nearly par 
be wound around the cylinder 

The quasi-mag allel, or it may 

direction ot'thecurrent pnssimgr through it. - 
. '- The commutator described and she mo in the 
drawings, although very'convc'nient, is by n0 7 
means the only-available construction; but an y _ 

‘ suifableimenns ing the connections may be employedt'or 0p-_ 
for properly making and break 

erating thc'separator. _ 1 v 

The separator maybe revolved by belting 
or gearing; but thehuter ispreterable?is the 
slight jarring produced by it assists the iron 
fragments to slide. down the trough T; but it’ 

better, as the jarring would weaken the mag‘ 
nets. The pulley or gearing can be applied 
to either end of the separator, or the belt can 
run around the sepurator-cylinder itself us ‘at 
pulley, as shown, at. E in Fig. .l. 
The connection between the separator and 

thedynamo-electric machine may be direct 
-by bolting or gearing, or be made indirectly 
through intermediate shutting, &c. The lat 
ter is preferableon account of the ditt‘ereuce 
betwcen'thc speeds of the two. 1 As the gen 
erator G, Fig‘. 7, makes about ‘seven; hundred 
revolutions per minute, while the separator E 
will ‘make, say, ?ve to ten, it. would be diiiicult 
to connect them directly, but is easily done 

by intermediate shutting‘, shown in the ure. This-connection,“ before observed, may 
be made by belting, gearing, or any suitable 
means. It“ the speeds of the generator and 
separator are not‘to'be varied in the some pro 

portion, the pulleys, &c., are arranged 

instead of‘ using per- 

belting would be 

d uce _ the“ desired diiiereuoer 

to pro 

~ The electric "current tor. charging,r the elec-f ' 
‘bro-magnets may be supplied by‘a battery or 
by a'dynamoelectri‘c machine of any 
construction.‘ 

suitable 
791 

The machine is preferable, as ' 
it'i's less troublesome and can-be better taken _" 
‘care of by unskilled persons, and its speed can ~ 
be so arranged in proportion to that... of the 
separator as to furnish acnrrentot'an‘y stren gth' .' 
required. When so arranged, it’ the‘separaT 
tor shouldbe turned faster the machine will, 
also turn proportionately faster, furnishing the 
same quan . ty of current to each‘revolution of 
the former, by which means the separz'ttor'may‘ 
be caused to clean a- much 2iii-eater quantityot ' 
grain per hour: 
ranged-‘to furnish a constant- and not an al 
ternating ‘current, so that ‘the strips 13 on the 

The inachiueiunist be an ' 

rising‘ side, when magnetized, shallre'main so * 
.till they come over the troutrh T as a break. I . m , 7 . 

in the current before that time would d cop the 
iron back into the grain. ‘ " ' 
There are many other ways, unnecessary‘ to, 

describe, of applying‘ this principle of my in 
vention, which consists in separating and hold; 
ing‘the-fragmeutslof iron by-ineans of mag 
nets in the form -ot'.strips, wires, o1-_bars,_. 
whether ‘permanent, temporary, or'indnced, 
whosefmagnet-i-sm isthe-n antoinaticagllyhoversv 
come, neutralized, discharged, or reversed ‘alt 
'sucliltimesthat the iron they have seized will ' 
he dropped 'into a suitable receptacle separated 
‘from the gi'ain‘or other substance with which 
it had been mixed. It therefore does not-in 
clude ‘the use of'inagnets for gathering" the 
iromas that,‘ is old; but only the magnets in. 

separator be internal, external, 
shape, , ’ v _ ‘I 

The di?'crent variation s of form' anderr 1| ge-_ 

connection with the, means for utilizing them, ‘ 
substantially as iv have described, whether the‘; 

or of anyothfor‘ 

ment in the‘severa-l parts'isuggested, in this ;_ 
speci?cation can, of course, be combined with 
each ot-her‘in ail-operative separator in ‘any’ 
particular manner preferred, so long as. principle of my invention is @not departed from. 

Having thus described my 
hereby reserve, as subject of future appiican 
tiou, all matters not expressly claimed herein. 
_ ‘What I claim as new, and‘ desire to secure 
"by Letters .Patent, ism , I ‘ . y 

1. In apparatnsfor separating‘ iron orothor 
magnetic, metals from grain or other non-mag‘ 
nctic substances,‘tho combination of a. grain 
ity-t'eed produced ‘by rotary‘motiOmttSeries oi‘ 
magnets, and‘ menus for discharging, over’ 
coming, neutralizing, or reversing their mag 
net-ism at the proper times. 

2. Ail-internalmagnetic separator consist 

ing of a longitudwally-inclined revolving" inder having soft-metal strips or pieces ar 

ranged omits inner suri'ace,menns for mag 
netiziugand dema-g‘uetizing them at the proper 
times, and a trough within the cylindert'or 
catching the iron fragments and discharging 

invention, .1 < 
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‘for catching the, 

23239901 - 

them‘ separately from the grain, all being so 
constructed and arranged that the strips or 
pieces seize the iron while in the grain, carry 
it-upover the trough, and discharge it there 
in, whileithe cleaned grain passes on and out 
at the lower end of the cylinder. . 

3. A self-feeding magnetic separator con~ 
sisting of a longitudinally~inclined revolving 
cylinder, provided with temporary or induced 
magnets, means for magnetizing and demag 
netizin g them at the proper times, ands trough 

iron fragments, and having 
1 the discharge end lower than the other by an 

15 
amount that will ca-u'sethe feeding to proceed 
at the desired rate without requiring mechani 
cal‘mesns for forcingthe material along. 
14. The combination of u, magnetic separator 

or apparatus for separating iron from grain or 
other substencespa magnetoselectlricror dy-' 
nauioelectric machine furnishing a current of 

- proper strength, and belting, gearing, or other 
suitable connection between them, for auto 
matically regulating the speed of the electric 
‘generator by th‘atof the separator. 

5. The comhinationof a longitudinally-in 
clin'ed self-feeding internal magnetic sepa 
rator with a series of soft-metal strips or 

~> pieces. for seizing the iron, arranged on, its in 

39 
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to 

ner surface, and means for‘ magnetizing and 
demagnetizing them at the proper ‘times. 
‘ ,6. The combination of a iongitudinally-im 
clined self feeding internal magnetic sepa 
rotor, a series of magnets outside of the sep’a 
rater, a series of soft-iron strips or pieces ar 
ranged on its inner surface and connected with 
the poles of the magnets, and means for auto 
maticslly neutralizing, ouercoming, discharg 
ing, renewing, 
the strips or pieces at the proper times. 

7. The combination, 
der, ofo. series of temporary or induced'mag 
nets arranged on its 

the proper time and ‘a trough or receptacle 
within the cylin er forcatching the iron frag 
mcnts, substantially as and for-‘the purposes 
set forth. 

8.'1n a separator, the combination of a re-‘ 
calving cylinder, a series of magnétsoutside 
of the cylinder, 2. series of metal or 
picccsconnected with the‘ poles of ~ the mag 
nets and arranged on the interior surface‘ of 
the cylinder, means for directing, breaking, 
erasing, and reversing the electric nun-cutie, ‘ 
trough or receptacle within thecylinder for 

or reversing the magnetism of ‘ 

with '8 revolving cyliné 

interior surfacqmeans 
for magnetizing and dcmagnetizing them at‘ 

6 

the iron fragments, and a dynamo-electric ma~ 
chine or other source of electricity. . 

an outlet, 3),:1 series of magnets outside of the 
cylinder, a, series of soft-iron strips or pieces 
connected with the magnets and arranged on 
the interior surface of the cylinder, a circular‘ 
‘commutator and segment \vithbrushes or'con 
tact-makers, both arranged at the same end 
of the cylinder, a trough within the cylinder 
discharging tnrough‘the outlcttp, and tidy 
name-electric machine or other source of elec-‘ 
tricity, substantially as and for the purposes 
set forth. *” ' , p 

10. ' In a separator, a commutator and a seg 
ment, both at the same end of the cylinder, 
the commutator having two circles of ‘contact 
pieces, arranged in pairs, one pair for the mag 
net or magnets of each soft-iron strip, each 
piece having one or more side projections to 
ward the other circle, the segment having two 
insulated ‘brushes, corresponding to the two 
circles, connected with. the two poles of the 
source of electricity, and each brush wide 
enonghto touch the projections on the con 
tact-pieces of the other circle, the whole being 
constructed and ‘arranged, substantially as 
herein described, for sending‘ the current 
through such wires or coils in snch directions 
and for such times as'may he desired.‘ 

groin by inducing ' magnetism in soft-‘iron 
strips or pieces by means of permanent mag 
nets, which stripsor‘pieces seize and hold the 
iron fragments whilic in or near the grain, but 
are demegnetized and drop the iron after they 
are out of the grain. ‘ ‘ , .. ' I 

vi2. A; separator-cylinder revolving on hol 
low hubs, in combination with inict P, outlet 
p, and'o trough or receptacle, T. t 

> 13. A revolving metic separator having 
in its interior‘a'ctoticnary trough or recepto 
ole for catching the iron, supported on or 

mains in the some position while the cylinder 
‘is revolving around it.‘ 

‘a; supplemeutsry'pteole, t, for testing on 
perfection of the cleaning., . 

i oneness n. rn-rrn, 
presence of» _ - In 
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9. The combination of a cylinder revolving 
on hollow hubs, and having an inlet, P, and 

‘by the iniet and “ontict pipes, so that it're- . 
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11. The‘method of separating iron from ~ 

‘Y’ léQi'Eh‘e combination, with the trough T, of v 


